Restriction mapping of cDNA recombinants including the adult chicken and duck globin messenger sequences: a comparative study.
A comparison of the organization of six avian adult globin messenger sequences is based on previously reported recombinant duck adult globin cDNA plasmids (Therwath et al., 1980) and the actual construction and characterization of pBR322 recombinant plasmids including the beta and the normal alpha A and alpha D chicken adult globin mRNA sequences. Identification of the cloned DNA was performed using hybridization-selection under conditions permitting complete purification in one step of the three globin mRNAs, and translation of the corresponding mRNA. Orientation of the globin insert in the vector was determined, taking into account the computer prediction of the restriction sites based on the known amino acid sequences of the three globin chains (Roizès and Pelaquier, 1980) and those actually observed, and by identification of restriction fragments using 3'-specific probes. Identification, orientation and restriction mapping of these cloned DNAs reveals extensive homologies in organisation of beta sequences between duck and chicken, as well as among the alpha sequences in every two possible combinations.